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In previous papers we have presented a unified Type 2 theory of computability and 
continuity and a theory of representations. In this paper the concepts developed so far are used 
for the foundation of a new kind of constructive analysis. Different standard representations of 
the real numbers are compared. It turns out that the crucial differences are of topological 
nature and that most of the representations (e.g., the decimal representation) are not 
reasonable for topological reasons. In the second part some effective representations of the 
open subsets of the real numbers are introduced and compared. 
1. Introduction 
In the past repeatedly different representations of the set R of real numbers 
have been investigated w.r.t, their utility for recursive analysis. We only mention 
a few authors here: Turing [13], Specker [12], Grzegorczy [3], Hauck [4], Ko [6]; 
a very good survey is given by Deil [2]. As typical examples we shall consider the 
(unrestricted) Cauchy Representations, the normed Cauchy representations, the 
decimal representations, the representations by enumeration of cuts and the 
representations by characteristic functions of cuts. The previous authors have 
compared these representations (mainly) w.r.t, computability aspects. We shall 
show here that the essential differences between the representations are already 
topological ones and do not depend on Church's thesis or some model of 
computation. In Section 3 we shall investigate some natural representations of the 
open subsets of the real numbers. This paper is based on two previous papers 
(Weihrauch [14], Kreitz and Weihrauch [8]). 
2. Representations of the real numbers 
By R we denote the set of real numbers. The standard topology rR on R can be 
defined by the basis {(x;y)~_R Ix, y eR, x<y} of open intervals on R. The 
space (R, rR) is a seperable T0-space. From Kreitz and Weihrauch [8] we know 
that there is an admissible representation 6 of •. Especially, rR is the final 
topology ~ of 6. For obtaining a reasonable theory of computability and 
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computational complexity, we shall define an admissible standard representation 
p of the real numbers R. 
2.1. Definition. For n ~ NI let Qn := {m.  2 -n I m e Z} and let QD:= [,.Jn Qn be the 
set of dyadic numbers. Let Vo be a bijective numbering of QD, which i~, 
equivalent to v' with v' (i, j, k) : = (i - j ) .  2 -k. Define a numbering I of the oper 
intervals with dyadic end points by 
l( i, k):=I(i,k ) := (VD(i)- 2-k; VD(/) + 2-k). 
Obviously QD is dense irIR and I is a numbering of a base of the open subsets o
R (w.r.t. rR). The numberings VD and I are 'c-effective' insofar as all the basi~ 
functions are computable and all the basic predicates are decidable w.r.t, vD ant 
L In a previous paper [8] we already have shown how an admissible repre 
sentation of a complete metric space can be defined using Cauchy sequences o 
normed convergence. Because if its importance we repeat he construction fo 
our special case here. 
2.2. Definition. Let a representation p:U:--~ R be defined as follows. 
dom(p) := {p e ~:1 (Vk) (vbp(k) e Qk ^  I Vbp(k) -- VDp(k + 1) I ~< 2-(k+1))} 
p(p) := lim vDp(n) for all p e dom(p). 
n 
The representation t51 of R is defined as follows (of. Kreitz and Weihrauch [t 
Definition 19]): 
dom(t~l) := {p I (3x ~ R)M, -  {j Ix e/j}}, 
tSi(p) := the single x in { / j l j e~p} forxedom61. 
We shall call p the standard representation f R. 
The elements of dom(p) can be considered as names for normed Caud 
sequences. In the following Fig. 1 every descending path corresponds to 
p e dora(p) and vice versa. 
We can see immediately that for any x e R the paths converging to x form 
finitely branched graph (tree). This property is expressed in (4) of the followil 
theorem which summarizes some important properties of p. 
2.3. Theorem. (1) p --c t51, 
(2) p is admissible, 
(3) dom(p) is closed 
(4) p- lK  is compact if K ~ R is compact. 
Proof. By [8, Definition 21], (2) follows from (1). We have to prove p ~<c 61 aJ 
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t51~cp. There is some computable F:  F--> ~: such that for all p e dom(p): 
Mr0,) = {j I (~i) [VDp(i) -- 2-';  VDp(i) + 2-'] C_/j} 
= {j l p(p) e lj}, 
hence p(p) = 611"(p). Conversely it is easy to define a computable A: F--> F (via 
an oracle Turing machine) such that for any p e dom(~)  the following holds: 
A(p)dom(p) and for all n there is some j e ~j, with 
lj ~ [vDA(p)(n) -- 2-"; VDA(p)(n) + 2-"], 
hence pA(p) = 6z(P)- Therefore we have proved p =c 6~. By Definition 2.2, 
• F\dom(p)=U{[ao' ' 'a , ] l (3k<n)(vD(ak)~Qk 
v I(vD(ak) -- VD(ak+l) I > 2--(k+1))}. 
Therefore dom(p) is closed. Let A c_ dom(p)~ F. Notice that A is compact in 
dom(p), iff A is compact in F. A subset A c F is compact, iff it is closed and 
growth-bounded (i.e., (VpeA) (Vn) p(n)<~q(n) for some bound q eF). Let 
K c_ • be compact. Then K is closed, therefore p- lK is closed in dom(p), i.e., 
p-XK = dom(p) tq B for some B closed in F. By (3), p- lK is closed. It remains to 
show that p-IK is growth-bounded. Since K is compact, K is bounded. Let n e [~ 
with Kc_[-n + 1;n - 1] __. R. 
Define q e F by q(k) := max{/I vD(i) e [ -n ;  n] fq Qk}. Then (Vp e p-~K) (Vk) 
p(k) <~p(k). Therefore p-~K is compact. [] 
The domains of p and 6z are also very simple w.r.t, computability: the sets 
{il[vr~(i)] f3 dom(p)= t~} and {i [ [yr,(i)] f3 dom(61)#:t~} are decidable. Since p is 
admissible, also p" (n I> 1) and p(®) are admissible. 
The representation p" of R" is admissible since p is admissible. 
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2.4. Corollary. Let X ~_ R ~ be non-trivial. 
Then X is not p"-decidable. 
If X is pn-decidable, then X is open and closed, since pn is admissible. But R n 
has no non-trivial clopen subsets. For example there is no computable (even no 
continuous )F:~--->~ such that for all p, q •dom(p), F(p, q) = (0 if p(p)= 
p(q), 1 otherwise); similar for p(p)<p(q)  etc. But notice that the set 
{(x ,y )eR2[x<y} is provable, while {(x,y) lx<-y} is not provable. The 
representation p (or diz) will be used almost exclusively in constructive and 
recursive analysis. Two other representations derived from the enumerations of
left (fight) Dedekind cuts are of interest. 
2.5. Definition. Define representations p< and p> of R as follows. 
dom(p<) := {p • F I VDMp has an upper bound}, 
dom(p>) := {p • 0=l Vot~p has a lower bound}, 
p<(p) := sup VDMp (p • dom p<), 
p>(p):=inf vDVflp (p •domp>).  
p< is the left side representation, p> the fight side representation f R. 
We characterize the final topologies of p< and p> and show that they are 
admissible. 
2.6. Theorem. Let z< and r> be the final topologies of p< and p> respectively. 
(1) 
(2) Let Bi := (VD(i); ~), Ci := ( -~;  VD(i)) be numberings of a base of r< and 
r> respectively. Then p< =-c diB and p> =-~ dic. Especially, p< and p> are 
admissible w.r.t, their final topologies. 
Proof. We only consider p<. The proof for p> is similar. From the definition of 
din we conclude 
dom(diB) = {p • 0= I (=Ix • R) ~p = {Jl Vo(j) <x}}, 
hence dom(die) ~_ dom(p<) and din(p) = p<(p) for p • dom(diB). This proves 
diB~<cp<. Conversely there is a computable function F: U=---> 0= such that 
[~r(p) = {Jl (=li) vo(j) < VDp(i)} = {J I P<(P) • Bj} 
for every p • dom(p<). Therefore p<(p) = diBF(p), i.e., p< ~<c dis- Since dis is 
admissible it has the final topology r<. Since p< =c dis, also p< is admissible and 
has the final topology r<. [] 
The following theorem describes the reducibility relation between the three 
representations p, p<, and p<. 
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2.7. Theorem. (1) p • Inf¢(p<, p>), 
(2) /9< and p> are incomparable w.r.t, t-reducibility, 
(3) p< ~tP, P> :~tP. 
Proof. Let the representation 6 : 0:~ R be defined by 
dom(6) = {(p, q ) IP  • dom(p<) Aq • dom(p>) ^ p<(p)=p>(q)}, 
6(p, q) := p<(p) if (p, q) • dom(6). 
Then 6 • Inf¢(p<, p>) (see [8, Theorem 8]). One can easily define computable 
operators ~ and F with 
p(p) = 62(p)  
= pr (p )  
if p • dom(p), 
if p • dom(6). 
This implies p=¢6 and p •Inf¢(p<, p>). Properties (2) and (3) immediately 
follow from the general fact 6 <~ 6' ~ r6, ~_ r6 and the characterizations of the 
final topologies of p, p< and p>. [] 
For a given representation 6 of a set M we can ask which informations about 
x = 6(p)•M are finitely (or continuously) accessible (f.a.) from the name 
p • dom(6) of x. 
In the case of I~: n:--->P,o every true information •~(p)  is f.a., but no true 
information n ~tM(p) is f.a. from a name p. The contrary holds for the 
representation M ¢ with Me(p) := N\~j,. From Kreitz and Weihrauch [8] we know 
that 6~ • Infc(M, ~¢). This means (and it can be clearly seen) that every true 
information • 6a(p) and every true information m ~t 6a(p) is f.a. from p. The 
intuitive concept of finite accessibility can easily be formalized. The set 
M+ := {(i, A) • • x P,o I i • A} is [idN, ~]-provable (especially open) but not 
[idN, ~]-clopen, and M+ is [idN, 6a]-decidable (given some p • D: and i • N one 
can decide whether i ~ 6a(p) or i ~ 6a(p)). If U is the numbering of a basis B of 
a T0-space M and 6v is the admissible standard representation derived from U (of. 
[8, Definition 19]), then for any mapping 6 : l:---~ M, 6 <~t 6v¢~ 6 is continuous. It 
is easy to show that 6 ~<t 6v¢:> {(b, x) • B x M Ix • b} is [U, 6]-open. This 
property corresponds to the theorem from recursion theory that a function N ~ N 
is computable iff its graph is r.e. For the representations p, p<, and p> we obtain 
the following fundamental characterizations of p, p<, and p> by 'finite acces- 
sibility' properties. 
2.8. Lemma. (1) p< is the greatest (up to t- (c-) equivalence) representation 6 of 
R such that M< := {(d, x) • QD X R I d <x}/s  [VD, 6]4- (C-) open. 
(2) The corresponding statement for p>. 
(3) 6 is the greatest (up to t-(c-) equivalence) representation 6 of R such that 
M< and M> are [VD, 617~,, (C-) open. 
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The proof follows from [8, Corollary 22]. 
It follows from Theorem 2.7(3) that M> is not [VD, p<]-open and M is not 
[VD, p>]-open. 
Now we discuss representations which are definitely inappropriate for analysis 
(w.r.t. (R, ZR)) by purely topological reasons. The first of these is the 
(unrestricted) Cauchy representation. 
2.9. Theorem (Cauchy representation). Define 6c: U:--> R as follows: 
dom(tSc) = {p e F[ (VDp(i))i~N is a Cauchy sequence}, 
be(P) := lim VDp(i) for p e dom(t~c). 
(1) The final topology Zc of 6c is trivial, i.e., 1:c = {fl, R }. 
(2) 6C:#tp<, 6c@tP>, 6c~tP. 
Proof. (1) Suppose, X c_ •, X = O, in 6c-open. then 
bclX=[...J {[w] [ w cA} A dom(bc) for some A ~_ W(Z) ,A ~.  
Let v e A be arbitrary, let y ~ R be arbitrary. Then there is some p e [w] N 
dom(6c) with 6c(P) = Y, hence y ~ X. Since y was arbitrarily chosen we obtain 
X = R, therefore 1: c = {0, R }. 
(2) This follows from 3< ~ Zc etc. [] 
The representation 6c has the property that no information is f.a. from a name 
p of 6c(p). Any initial segment of a Cauchy sequence gives no information about 
its limit. Because of Theorem 23 in [8] we understand continuity w.r.t, p, p< and 
p> very well. Since 6c is not admissible the theorem cannot be applied to 6c. It is 
not difficult to show that any continuous function (w.r.t. p) is (6c, dic)- 
continuous. We do not know whether the converse is true. 
The most commonly used representations are the r-adic r ~> 2 representations 
(e.g. r = 2, 8, or 10). The finite r-adic fractions are dense inR ,  therefore they are 
used as approximate values for real numbers (example: QD for r = 2). The finite 
r-adic fractions, however, are not appropriate for representing the real numbers. 
As an example we shall study the case r = 10, the general case is treated similarly. 
2.10. Theorem. Define 6DEzF: -'-> R as follows: 
dom 6DEZ := {P e F [ (Vn > 0) p(n) < 10}, 
t~VEZ(p) := (~rlp(0) -- :t2p(0)) + ~ {p(i) • 10-' I i >0}. 
Then the following properties hold. 
(1) The final topology of 6DEZ/S ~R- 
(2) The function x ~-~ 3x is not  (~DEZ, ~DEZ) "cOntinuOus. 
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(3) 6DEZ is not admissible (w.r.t. its final topology). 
(4) p  t/tDEz, iD Z <cP. 
Proof. It is an easy programming exercise to show 6DEZ<~cp. This implies 
"K R C:: "ITDE Z. Suppose, X ~_ R is 6OEz-open. Let x • X. If x is not a finite decimal 
fraction, then there is a single p with 6DEZ(p)" -X  such that p :~ (wOO..-) and 
p :/: (w99.-  .) for any w • w([~). Since 6fi~z(X) is open, tSDEZ[p In]] ~ X for some 
n. 6D~z[p t~l] is a ~R-neighbourhood f x. If x is a finite decimal fraction, then 
there are two functions p, q (one with period 0, the other with period 9) with 
t~DEZ(p) -" 6DEE(q) = X. Since 6fi[z(X) is open,  t~DEZ[p [nl] ~ X and tSDEZ[q [nl] ~ 
X for some n • [~. The set tSDEz[p [nl] t.J 6DEZ[q In]] is a ~R-neighbourhood f x. 
Therefore X is ~R-open, and we have shown ~R = ~DEZ- Suppose f :x ~ 3x is 
(6DEZ, 6DEZ)-continuous. Then there is some continuous F:U:-~U: with 
tSDEzF(p)=3" 6DEZ(p) for all p •dom(6OEZ). Consider the converging se- 
quences (p~) and (qn) in ~: defined by 
Then 
p,, = (0033. . .  300- . . ) ,  qn = (0033--.  340-. ;). 
n -times n -times 
F(p~) = (0099--- 900-. -) ,  
n -limes 
r(q ) = (01004... 020- . . )  
n°tilnes 
for all n. We obtain limpn = lim qn = (0033. • -) but lim F(pn) ~ lim F(q~). 
Therefore F is not continuous. This proves (2). Suppose 6DEZ is admissible. By 
(1) this implies 6DEZ--=tP- Since f :x-->3x is (p,p)-continuous, f is also 
(6DEZ, diDEZ)-continuous, a contradiction to (2). We know already 6DEZ <~c P- If 
P ~<t 6DEZ, then 6DEZ is admissible, a contradiction to (3). [] 
Let 6r (r I> 2) be the r-adic representation. It is known (see, e.g., Deil [2]) that 
tSr<~c dis iff r divides some power of s. Again the negative result has a purely 
topological reason. Although ZR is the final topology of 6DEZ, many functions 
important in analysis are not even continuous w.r.t. 6DEZ- Therefore, 6DEZ is not 
appropriate for analysis. The same statement holds for any r-adic representation. 
Another representation of • is that by characteristic functions of dedekind 
cuts. 
2.11. Theorem. Let S ~_ R be a dense set (w.r.t. ZR). Let v be a total bijective 
numbering of S. The left-cut representation (w.r.t. v) of R is defined as follows: 
dom diLv := {p • F [ (=Ix • R)(Vi) (p(i)=OC=~v(i)<x)}, 
¢SLv(p) := sup vp-l{0} for all p • dom 6L~. 
Then B := {(x; y] I x, y • S, x < y} is a basis of the final topology lrL~ of 6L~ , and 
6L~ is admissible. 
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This means that rL,, is strictly finer than "t'R; the sets {z Ix <z  ~<y} with 
x, y • S, x <y, are not in ~R- The topology obviously depends on the set S. 
Therefore $1 = QD and $2 = Q yield incomparable left-cut representations. A 
representation which is so sensitive to unimportant changes cannot be natural. 
Notice that some 6 t-equivalent o p is obtained if in Definition 2 VD is 
substituted by some arbitrary numbering v of a dense (w.r.t. rR) subset of R. 
Proof. Let r be the topology on R defined by the basis B. Since 
6L~(V(i); V(j)] = {p ~ dom 6Lv I P(i) = 0, p(j) 4= 0} 
6L,,X is open in dom(6L~ ) for any X e 3. 6L~ (if v(i) < v(j)) is open in dom(6L~), -1 
satisfies the following recursion equations: 
6L [e] = (--oo; oo), 
6Lv[Wl N (v lg(w); 0o) if k = 0, 
6Lv[Wk] 6L~[W] fq (--oo, V lg(w)] if k 4=0 
for w e W(•) and k • ~. Hence, 6L~(A) e 1: for any open subset A ~_ U:. Therefore 
z is the final topology of 6Lv. It is easy to show that 6Lv is admissible. [] 
The representation 6Lv is admissible (whatever v is chosen). Right-cut 
representations 6R~ can be defined correspondingly. In a recent paper Skandalis 
[11] defines a bijective representation which is c-equivalent to some right-cut 
representation (w.r.t. some effective numbering v of a subset Q'__. Q which is 
dense in R). Since its final topology depends on ()' it is not very natural. Let 6cr 
be the continued fractions representation of R (Deil [2]). Then 6CFe 
Inf¢(6L~, 6R~) where v is some standard numbering of the rational numbers (). 
Therefore, 6cv is admissible and its final topology has the basis {[a; b] l a, b e 
Q,a<~b}. 
We conclude this section with some remarks about computable real numbers. If 
6:U:-~M is a representation, then v6 := 699 is the numbering of the 6- 
computable lements of M induced by 6. It can be shown that the representations 
p, 6DEZ, 6LC and 6RC (w.r.t. an effective numbering of Q) and of 6cF define the 
same kind of computable numbers, while the corresponding numberings are not 
equivalent (see e.g. Deil [2]). For R the representations p, p<, and p> with the 
corresponding numberings are of interest. 
2.12. Definition. ~'=p99; ~<'=t9<99; ~>'=p>99. Rc:=range(~) (R<¢:= 
range(~<), R>c := range(~>)) is called the set of computable (left-computable, 
fight-computable) real numbers. 
The numberings ~, ~<, and ~> are related as follows. 
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2.13. Lemma. (1) R<~R>c,R>~@R<~, Rc=R<cNR>~.  
(2) ~ • inf(~<, ~>). 
Proof. Let K ~_ N be an r.e. set which is not recursive. Then 
xK := ~ {2-/I i • K} • R<~LR>c and -x r  • ~>~d~<~. 
This proves (1). Property (2) follows immediately from 
(Theorem 2.7). [] 
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p • Infc(p<, p>) 
Since ~ is precomplete, no non-trivial property on R c is ~-decidable. 
3. Representations of the open subsets of II~ 
The set of all subsets of R has greater cardinality than U:, hence there is no 
representation of 2 r. Consider the theorem: "Every bounded subset A ~_ R has a 
least upper bound". Since also the set of bounded subsets of R is too large the 
theorem cannot be formulated constructively in our theory of representations. 
But different constructive versions can be proved. In this section we only define 
and compare some standard representations of classes of subsets of R which are 
used in analysis. First open sets are considered. The (topological) standard 
representation of the set of open subsets of R is defined as follows (cf. Definition 
2.1). 
3.1. Definition. Let to" U:---> tR be defined by 
toe "= to(P) "= [-J {Ik ] k • Me}. 
By to a topology, the final topology to, of to, on the set t r  of open subsets of R is 
defined. We show that to is admissible (w.r.t. to,). 
3.2. Theorem. Let ~ := {X • "rR ] Kj c_ X} where Kj = f'] {in In • Dj) (where 
Uj = tR if Kj = ~), let t be the topology on rr defined by the basis { Uj [j • N}. 
Then (1), (2) and (3) hold: 
(1) (tR, r) is a separable To-space. 
(2) to--cc$v, where ¢$u is the standard representation of rR w.r.t. U. 
(3) to is admissible. 
Proof. The set {U/I] • N} is closed w.r.t, finite intersection. Hence it is a basis of 
a topology on rR. 
Let A, B be open subsets of R, A 4= B. There is (w.l.o.g.) some x • R with 
x • A\B. Then x • I, ~ i, = Kj ~_ A for some j, n • •, and A • Uj but B ~ Uj. 
Hence (tR, r) is a separable T0-space. 
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The definition of tSv implies 
dom(6u) = {p I (3X e rR) M e = {j IX e Uj}} 
and for p e dom(6u) 
je~p<:>Kj~_6u(p) (for all j). 
There is some computable F: D:--> F with 
Mrs)= (n e ~ I (:lj ~Mp) n E Oj}. 
Since A = L.J {It 1 ix ~_ A} for any A etR, toF(p) = 6u(p) for any p e dom(6v), 
i.e., 6tr~¢ to. 
Conversely define A: F---> g: by 
{J0+l if Kj ~ l..] {I,, l n E ~p,i}, A(p)(i, j )  := 
otherwise 
where Me,i := {n I (3m <- i) p(m) = n + 1}. Then A is computable, and since Kj is 
compact for any j, 
Kj _~ co(p) = I,_J {I,, In E l~p} ¢¢,(=1i) Kj ~_[,_J {I,,In ~ ~/~p,i}g=)j ~-~/~,a(p) 
holds for any p e ~ and j e N. 
Hence, to(p) = 6vA(p), i.e., to ~c 6u. This proves (2) and also (3). [] 
The characterization of t~o is a special case of a result obtained by Hay and 
Miller [5]. The characteristic property of to (and of 6v) is that any true 
information ~ ~ to(p) is f.a. from p. The representation to corresponds to the 
definition of r.e. sets by ranges of total recursive functions. The r.e. sets can also 
be characterized as the domains of the partial recursive functions. A correspond- 
ing representation f t r  is the representation top (cf. Definition 4(5) in [8]): 
p e dom(top) ¢~ (¥q, q' e dora(p)) [p(q) = p(q') =~ X,~(q) = xp(q')], 
top(p) := p(dom(xp)) for p e dom(top). 
3.3. Theorem. (1) to-=c top, 
(2) top/s admissible. 
Proof. Consider the proof of Lemma 24 in [8]. It can easily be shown that Z and 
F are computable in our case. [] 
Let A be a dosed set, let MA := {k ]Ik N A ~ 0}. Since R is complete, 
A =NU (I<j,,> I (J, n)  EMA}, 
n j 
which means that A is uniquely determined by MA. For the open subsets of R we 
obtain the following new representation. 
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3.4. Definition. Define toe := F-~ rr by 
dom(to~) "= {p e IF I I~. = {k I Ik\B ~} for some B e t r} ,  
to (p) "= R\NU {l<s,,> I (I, n) ~ I~p} 
n j 
=the set B ~ tR with ~p = (k IlkkB SO} (p  E dom(toc)). 
The following theorem summarizes the main properties of toe. 
3.5. Theorem. Let Vs= {X e t r  l (Vk e Ds) IkkX 4:fk } for ]>~ 1 and Vo:= lrr; let r 
be the topology on r r  defined by the basis { V s I1 e N }. Then (1), (2) and (3) hold: 
(1) ( r r ,  r) is a separable To-space, 
(2) toc--c 6v (i.e., toe is admissible), 
(3) to~ttoe, toe~tto. 
Proof. The set {V s I J e 1~} is closed w.r.t, finite intersection, hence it is a basis of 
a topology t on tR. Let A and B be open subsets of R, A :/: B. Then there is 
(w.l.o.g.) some x • R with x ~ A\B and some n with x e I, ~ A. Then for j with 
D s = {k} we obtain A ~ V s and B e V s. Hence r is a seperable T0-space. The 
definitions imply: 
toc (p)=X ¢:> M~,={k l lkCX) ,  
6v(q) = X <:~ I~q = {j l (Vk e Ds) Ik C X ). 
There are computable functions Z, F:  ~:--+ • with 
Mr0,)={j']Ds=_Mp} and Mr(q)={k] (3 jeMq)keDs}.  
for q e 6v, hence toc =-~ 6v and to~ is admissible. Since the final topologies of to 
and to~ are incomparable, to and to~ are incomparable w.r.t, t-reduction. This 
proves (3). [] 
From the distance functions da:X--+ d(x, A) for A =/= ~ further representations 
of open subsets of R can be derived. The property J] =/~ ¢~ da =dn (where A is 
the ZR-Closure of A) induces a bijective relation between the open subsets E erR,  
E :/: R, and the distance functions E ~ dine. 
Any distance function is continuous, therefore (p, p)-continuous, (p, p<)- 
continuous and (p, p>)-continuous. The standard representations of the (p, p)-, 
the (p, p<)-, and the (p, p>)-continuous functions [8], Definition 4(4)] induce the 
following definition. 
3.6. Definition. Define representations to<, to> and toe of rr\{ff~} as follows. 
dom(to<) := {p e F I (:IX __ R, X :/: 0) (Vq e dom(p)) d(p(q), X) = p<~.(q) ) ,  
to<(p):={xeR I (Vqep- l{x})p<(pp(q)>O} forpedom(to<) .  
Correspondingly, to> is defined with p> and tot is defined with p instead of p<. 
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We show that to< is essentially equivalent o to and that to> essentially is 
equivalent o toe defined above. Finally, toc is the infimum of to< and to>. In 
Bishop's [1] constructive analysis a set A for which dA 'exists' is called 'located'. 
The representation toe in our theory corresponds to locatedness (of 
complements). 
3.7. Theorem. Let r :=  " l f fR \ (~ } . Then the following hold. 
(1) to<-ctol ~, 
(2) to> ---c tod ~, 
(3) toe e inf.(to<, to>). 
Proof. (1) There is some total recursive function q" ~--~ ~ with VD(i ) " -  pqgq(i). It 
is not difficult to construct an oracle Turing machine which computes a function 
A = 0:--> ~: such that for any p e dom(to<): 
[~A(p) = { (i, j )  12 -j < d(VD(i), R\to<(p))= p<~p(~gq(i))} 
= { (i, j )  I i<ij) ~_ to<(p)}. 
Therefore toA(p)= to<(p). On the other hand there is a computable function 
A. D:--~ F such that for all p e U: with to(p) ~ R" 
M,,~p,r) = (i[vD(i)(d(la(r), R\to(p)}, 
hence p<A(p, r)=d(p(r), R\to(p)) for all r e dom(p). 
The smn-theorem for ~ yields some computable X'U:-+U: with A(p, r )=  
(p~(p)(r). Then to(p)= to<Z(p). 
(2) Proof similar to (1). 
(3) This follows from p e infc(p<, p>) by using the smn-theorem. [] 
4. Conclusion 
In Section 2 we have compared several representations of the set of all real 
numbers. The representation p is (up to equivalence) the only one which is 
satisfactory for topological reasons. The representations p< and p> (by cut 
enumeration) are admissible but do not have the final topology rR, the decimal 
representation (more generally r-adic representation) has the final topology rR 
but is not admissible with the consequence that many elementary functions 
become noncontinuous. The unrestricted Cauchy representation has a bad final 
topology, {0, R}, and the cut representations 6Lv have final topologies which 
depend on the (arbitrary) choice of a set S which is dense in •. Therefore, there 
is sufficient evidence.that p is (up to equivalence) the only reasonable repre- 
sentation of R, and we can confirm Mostowski's [9] statement: "The other 
definitions represent merely a mathematical curiosity". 
In Section 3 we haveinvestigated some representations of the open subsets of 
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R, i.e. of lrR, which very likely can be used in constructive analysis. Again 
topological considerations are the basic ones. 
We have mainly studied topological properties of representatioas. In a second 
step recursion- and complexity-theoretical properties have to be considered for 
those representations which are topological sound. Such properties can be 
introduced either by explicity defining 'computably effective' representations (e.g. 
M, p, to, . . . )  or by requiring effectively properties for certain numberings from 
which by standard constructions representations are derived. For the numbering 
U of a basis of a topological space one could require that Ui ~_ Uj fq Uk is 
recursively enumerable (or recursive), for a numbering v of a subset p dense in a 
metric space (M, d) one could require that the distance is ([v, v], pip)- 
computable, etc. Almost all representations we have defined explicity have 
satisfactory computability properties. A general concept of the definition of 
effective numberings and representations has been studied by Weihrauch [15]. An 
interesting observation can be made: whenever something is impossible it is 
impossible for topological reasons (discontinuous), and if something is con- 
tinuous, then it is even easily computable. We have not yet discovered a natural 
correspondence (Kreitz and Weihrauch [8]) which is continuously effective but 
not computably effective w.r.t, the (computably effective) standard repre- 
sentations. (Of course artificial combinatorial counterexamples can be 
constructed.) 
Many concepts which are introduced here for the real numbers can easily be 
generalized to other metric spaces (Pour-E1 and Richards [10]) for which our 
approach yields the canonical effectivity theory. Even constructive measure 
theory can be developed within this framework. For example there is an 
'effective' representation f the set B/N where B is the set of Borel-sets on [0; 1] 
and N is the set of all subsets of [0; 1] with measure 0. 
Let Vk := I,_J {I, ] n ~ Dk} N [0; 1], thus V is an effective numbering of a set T of 
open subsets of [0; 1]. By 
d(A, B):= length((A\B) U (B~A)) 
a metric on T is defined. Its completion is essentially B/N. An effective 
representation can be defined by the standard construction with normed Canchy 
sequences given in [8]. 
An essential feature of the constructive analysis presented here is the flexibility 
in the choice of the representation. Given a representation 6:F--* M, by any 
p e dora(6) the element 6(p)~ M is uniquely determined, i.e., p contains the 
complete information for identifying 6(p) e M. 
The basic idea of constructivity however, is that parts of this information 
should already be obtained from initial segments of p (our 6c does not satisfy this 
requirement) and that 6(p) is completely determined by the informations given 
by the segments of p. This corresponds to continuity of 6. Representations of a 
set M may differ in the amount and type of information which is finitely 
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accessible. If 6 ~<t 6', then the di-names contain at least as much finitely asccessible 
information as the 6'-names (examples: 6LvD ~<c tSr,EZ ~<c 6~<c 6< ~<~ 6C; 6CF ~< 
M). 
Generally, the choice of the representation depends on the amount of finitely 
accessible information of the represented objects. Thus the assumptions o f  a 
theorem can often be expressed by an appropriate representation. Instructive 
examples will be given in a further paper where constructive compactness on R is 
studied in our framework. 
Note added in proof 
A good reference for the basic Type 2 theory of computability and continuity is 
Part 3 of [16] which meanwhile appeared. 
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